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Mary had been visited by an angel.  Not just any angel, the angel Gabriel who 
speaks as with God’s own voice.  And this angelic declaration was that Mary would 
bear a son, beyond all reason, outside of any explanation. She was to name him 
Jesus, because he would become the savior of the people.  And there was much that 
the people needed to be saved from.  Mary was an ordinary person caught up in a 
world where wars were all around and the powerful could sweep her away, sweep 
everything she knew away, and barely notice.  Mary was poor in a time when the 
wealthy were untouchable and were shaping the world to benefit them even more than 
it already did.  The salvation that the people needed, the salvation this angel talked 
about: it would require the powerful to be brought low, the rich to become vulnerable.  
Salvation would need the world to be turned upside down.  And this was to be done 
by…Mary?   

Who could believe it? The angel Gabriel said that Mary’s relative Elizabeth was 
also inexplicably bearing a child, and Elizabeth’s extraordinary child was not only to be 
evidence of God’s salvation but would pave the way of God’s coming to the world.  So 
Mary got up and immediately went to see her relative.  And no sooner had she walked 
in the door but Elizabeth confirmed what the angel had said.  She was round and 
glorious with new life like a big brown hen, and Elizabeth prophesied that Mary’s child 
would be the Lord of life.  The angel’s words, Gabriel’s promises, were there for 
anyone to see. Perhaps they would be for Mary too. And so Mary bursts into a song of 
praise, a prophetic witness to God’s good news that was the first and most enduring 
hymn of praise for Christ.  She teaches of God’s promise, in a song with three parts.    

My soul magnifies the Lord, 

and my spirit rejoices in God my Saviour, 

for God has looked with favour on the lowliness of God’s servant. 

    Surely, from now on all generations will call me blessed; 

for the Mighty One has done great things for me, 

  and holy is God’s name. 

Mary’s song is called the Magnificat, after the Latin words that begin it, my soul 
magnifies the Lord.  And this first section of her song is personal, it speaks of what 
God has done for Mary, individually.  She holds in beautiful contrast that she, who was 
the sort of ordinary person whom history would forget, would instead be called blessed 



for all generations.  The chasm between the ordinary and the legendary cut down to 
size in her.  Mary holds in contrast that she who was powerless to tame the world’s 
troubles would instead be the right arm of the Almighty God before whom an army is 
just a swarming anthill.  Lest anyone think that God stands on the side of the mighty 
and the wealthy, Mary’s song praises what the Holy one has done for just one person, 
an ordinary one by the world’s accounting, a powerless one by the calculus of warfare.  
The first section of Mary’s song, what God has done for her. 

But she isn’t finished yet; she keeps going. Zooming out from one person to the 
great structures of society.   

God has shown the strength of their right arm; 

   God has scattered the proud in the thoughts of their hearts. 

God has brought down the powerful from their thrones, 

    and lifted up the lowly; 

God has filled the hungry with good things, 

  and sent the rich away empty. 

We hear in her song a total reversal of the fortunes of the world, an upending, an 
upside-downing, an overturning of how the world works.  Not just for Mary—though 
that would be marvelous enough—not just for Mary but for all the lowly ones, for all the 
hungry ones. Those unable even to buy daily bread, they are seated at the feast of 
God that makes lavish banquets seem nothing but crusts by contrast.  While those who 
have more than enough already--those whose plenty created the conditions of want--
they are sent away knowing for the first time what hunger is.  The powerful, too, who 
dictate from their high seats what the world’s affairs shall be, they turn up to work to 
find the lowly have taken their seats in the center of power, and the mighty ones stand 
gawping as their ways are cast aside.  It is an upside-downing of the world.  Not merely 
a passive cessation of past wrongdoing, Mary sings of the active repair of the wrongs 
of the past.  Not merely an equalizing of power, but justice which requires recompense 
from the might, repair funded out of unjust bounty.  The second section of Mary’s song, 
what God has done for the entire world.    

And how to believe all this?   Why should Mary believe all this when the evidence 
of the world all around her pointed in the opposite direction?  Why should I believe this, 
when the evidence of my own eyes points in the opposite direction? The hungry are 
hungry, not filled with good things. The mighty are mighty, not cast down from their 
thrones.  This is the third and final section of Mary’s song:  

God has helped the servant Israel, 

   in remembrance of divine mercy, 

according to the promise God made to our ancestors, 

    to Abraham’s descendants forever. 



Mary’s praise now turns to the foundation for her praise, the structure of her 
glorification of God.  And that is what God has already done.  The grand promises for 
the whole people, why the people of Israel were a nation instead of no one, these too 
stemmed from the blessedness of just one person, Abraham.  God has done great 
things for the whole world, and needs no greater resources than an ordinary person: 
Abraham, Sarah, Mary, Joseph, Jesus.  She sings of God’s promises that are forever, 
God’s remembrance which never dims.  What God has done in the past, God’s 
faithfulness from ages long gone: these are why Mary believes in God’s word, in God’s 
realm, which has been and is and is yet to come.  The grand in the humble, the whole 
world in just one person.  The certainty of Mary is a slender thread of the promises of 
God, a slender thread so strong the weight of the whole earth could be hung from it, 
and swung about like a tetherball with that thread of divine promise not fraying one bit.  
This is the song of Mary, the Magnificat! 

So do not be dismayed, Christians, be not dismayed that the mighty seem 
untouchable.  Do not be dismayed that hunger flows from hoarded bounty. Do not be 
dismayed that these forces are opposed by nothing but small and humble things.  
Boxes of food loaded into our parking lot, advocates logging long miles down to 
Springfield to speak a few words of mercy and reform, children being taught one 
lesson at a time how to love and respect those who are not like them.  These are the 
small and humble things, the tools that look weak and frail at our disposal.  The small 
and humble things of the world, these are what God has chosen to take up in Her 
mighty right arm.  Do not be dismayed if you find your lot has been cast not among the 
mighty, but the downtrodden.  For it is from such as these that a new Magnificat is 
being raised today, from the hungry calling out for the plenty of the earth, from the 
weak ones who know the paths to peace.   

Christians, our place is among them. Our place is faith in God’s promises of a 
world turned upside down.   

 


